It is our attention to detail that makes our instruments distinctive. We apply the same attention to detail when customising instruments to suit your needs. NJ Phillips has a long history of working with companies around the world to develop new application systems or customise equipment from our existing range. Talk to our Marketing Department or Research and Technical Team about your customising needs on +61 2 4340 2044 or email njp1@njphillips.com.au

Experience the benefits of our Powered range of instruments – precise product delivery, effortless trigger application and portable capabilities.

**GREEN INDUSTRY PRODUCT GUIDE**

Application Equipment for Forestry, Horticulture, Agriculture, Arborists and Weed Control.

Our portable application systems give you flexibility to deliver product in densely populated areas.

*All items shown are with Australian Air or Gas fittings.*

**Backpack Holder**

**Code: SP1009**

Easily adjustable with comfortable padded shoulder straps and a gas bottle pouch (for powered applicators), this holder will accept a backpack in an upright or inverted position.

**Draw-Offs**

**Code: WX1606**

Metal spigot with 4mm (3/16”), 6mm (¼”)

**Code: WX1155**

Combination upright and inverted draw-off. Suits 2.5 litre and 5 litre containers with 6mm (¼”) or 9mm (3/8”)

**Y. Gas Regulator**

Suits 0.34kg LPG Bottle. 
**Code: SXM476**

**Z. Gas Bottle**

Code: SXM427

**R. 1.5 Meter Feed Tube**

Code: SH46

9mm (3/8”)

**S. 10 Meter Feed Tube**

Code: SP1142

9mm (3/8”)
Nozzle Kits (sold separately):

Continuous Spray – Plastic
Graduated from 1ml – 5ml.
Compatible with most agricultural products.
Purpose designed with a chemical resistant cylinder.
Code: PAS118 comes with WX1748.

5ml Spot Spray Injector – Plastic
Micro-Fan Tip (B)

Cylinder Service Kit – WX1410
Service Kit:
Adjustable dose setting.

Major Kit – WX1444
Minor Kit – WX1364
Service Kits:

2 Hole Spear nozzle (A)

(Shown larger than normal size.)

B. MICRO FAN TIP

I, J, K, l, M, N, o, p, Q, r.

Nozzle Kits (sold separately):

20ml Forestry Applicator – Metal
Code: PM1160 comes with WX1567 Spear (H) and Brace (11¹¹) – WX88B.
Bent Nozzle Extension – length 280mm (11¹¹) – WX207B.

Wand & Accessories

Code: WX1912 comes with WX1011 service kit.

Adjustable Cone Nozzle
– WX1734

Flat Banana Nozzle
– length 150mm (6¹¹) – WX1770.

The Stream Splatter Nozzle will reach up to 10 metres.

Stream Splatter Nozzle
– length 40mm (1½¹¹) – WX1549.

4ml Velpar Spotgun

Major Kit – WX110
Minor Kit – WX260
Service Kits:

3ml / 6ml Smart-Shot (green)

Chemical resistant cylinder graduated 1ml – 5ml, compatible with most agricultural products.
Code: PAM797 comes with WX1549.

20ml Manual Injector – Metal

Service Kit available direct through NJ Phillips.

Flat Fan Nozzle
– WX596

Adjustable Cone Nozzle
– WX1734

Adjustable Cone Nozzle (to fit I & J only) – WX1450

Flat Banana Nozzle
– length 150mm (6¹¹) – WX1770.
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Follow our suggestions:

1. Use one row to start with, then add others as needed.
2. Use rows of 3 trees wide, then work 3 trees down the row.
3. Use from 100m² to 1000m².
4. Use from 100m² to 1000m².

All other countries Air and Gas fittings available on request.
Australian Air and Gas fittings standard with P50P-F.

Code: P50P-F comes with WX1549.

50ml Forestry Applicator

Stream Splatter nozzle (M)

Code: PAM1378 comes with SH1352/C4.

5ml Spot Spray Injector – Plastic
Micro-Fan Tip (B)

PAS118 WITH FAN SPRAY nozzle (D)

PAS118 complete with 5 litre backpack.

PAS118 comes with 68Xn63 Fan Spray nozzle (D)

PAS37C
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Major kits include cylinder, seals and valves. Minor kits include seals and valves only. Instrument supplied may vary from picture shown in this brochure.

4ml metal cylinder suitable for Diesel, Banana and other soil injectable products, available on request.

4ml metal cylinder SM796 available on request.

In Australia exclusively through NJ Phillips.

Major Kit – WX110
Minor Kit – WX260
Service Kits:
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